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Fitting process�The fitting of a garment – as carried out within industry and replicated within fashion schools - is fundamental to the design and realization of a garment.   Within the conventional fitting process, a series of stylistic and technical design decisions are made relating to the silhouette, shape, proportion, fabrication, detail, finish of a garment. These decisions are normally made by the designer and technician, while the fit model (the one actually wearing the garment) remains largely passive within this exchange.  Carried out effectively, the fitting process results in a set of design/technical refinements which prepare a prototype design for manufacture.  An amended pattern is graded to multiple standard size ranges and enters the production cycle, resulting in the majority of garments that make up our wardrobes. 



Fitting | as a generative exercise
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Luke: 2 Mins� ...but what else is happening here? When we view the fitting outside the industrialized manufacturing model it is designed to facilitate, the act of fitting becomes a generative exercise where multiple interactions and "outcomes" are produced between the various entities involved: We can explore the interactions between various bodies (that of the designer, model or wearer)We can view the garment as a tool, rather than outcome – the interface between body / wearer and designer ("Thinking through" a process, or thing)We can consider the act of recording and amending – what information is gathered and why? How is it being used, transformed or altered… and what information is missed or erased in the process? This expanded approach raises important questions around our collective understanding of fit – and how these ideas become embedded within the practices of industry and approaches we teach our students. __________…



The standardisation and 
simplification of fit is critical to 
fashion’s ability to sell, ship and 
scale products globally.

Modernity and Industrialisation 
are erasing ways of knowing 
about how we fit fabrics to our 
bodies

"Epistemicide" (Santos, 2014)

Fitting
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Project overview: Liv: 2 MinsI teach patterncutting at London College of Fashion.  When we teach the basics of design-and-make, we re-perform colonialism by framing Western woven garment archetypes.. shirt, trousers etc...as 'fundamentals'.  Fit is a key concept here, worthy of interrogation because in prioritising the teaching of patterncutting techniques for building fit into the garment... we exclude reference to archetypes that come from non-western sources.  In the way we structure our curricula to focus on teaching fit, there is little opportunity for us to make reference to... say an African wrapper or a Banghladeshi longhi where the technique of fitting is in the hands of the wearer, as she folds and tucks or he suppresses volumes of fabric on the CF waist by skillful finger-pleating. We prioritise the teaching of methods that feed industry. These industrial processes are responsible for erasing ways of knowing - embodied ways of knowing  - about how we fit fabrics to our bodies.  You might say that, in this way,  fashion design education commits epistemicide.In this practice-research project, we interrogate tacit knowledge around fitting processes



How do Western fitting and pattern 
cutting practices discipline the body, 
neglect embodied and sensory 
knowledge and experience and embed 
structures of power, or exclude 
particular bodies, experiences and 
knowledges?

Fitting | embodied wisdom

Presenter
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Sara: 2 MinsThe aim of this project is to build ways of knowing about fit,  and challenge existing teaching of fit… through creative, collaborative and sensory exercises.Tension and dialectic interaction between a theoretical point of departure and a creative exploration Pallasmaa’s work in sensory architecture, we want to explore how investigations carried out with perceptive senses and a receptive and empathetic heart can encourage acts of: ·     Forgetting and remembering ·     Learning and un-learning ·     Certainty and uncertainty  The act of fitting can become a creative generative exercise in freedom, a site for knowledge production between bodies of the wearer, designer and the materials.My colleague Sara is a researcher in fashion and the senses.  She explores how sensation is fundamental to our experience of the world and what we do, as fashion designers and consumers.How we sense, our perceptive and emotive skills and actions, are embodied and culturally learned and taught. The resulting hierarchies and assumptions (in fashion and fitting, for example the visual is valued above touch, the designer above the wearer) have political and social implications for both producers and consumers.Which cultural, political and sensory worlds and bodies are embedded in the conventional fitting system and which are excluded? And how can we challenge this within design education.What sensory systems and assumptions fuel the decisions made in the fitting process? Are particular sensory skills and aspects of wearer experience overlooked and why – for whose benefit? Who controls sensory aspects of fashion, and how do these discipline the body and embed structures of power, or exclude particular experiences and knowledges?How might the process of fitting be done, un-done, learned and un-learned and through this, opened up to new forms of knowledge and experience...
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In analysing our sensory and emotional responses to the experience of ‘fitting’ in practice, we’ll ask how do we interact with the clothing as wearers? Do we ‘fit’ intuitively?  What are our assumptions around bodies, garment types and fit?  Are there reflexive physical actions to discover in the movement of wearers hands as they tie, roll, fold and knot? 

https://fitforpractice.myblog.arts.ac.uk


Sensitive fitting

Roach-Higgins and Eicher (1992)
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We've been talking for some time about exploring the idea of sensory fittings, and this classification table is one we keep returning to.Roach-Higgins and Eicher propose a ways of classifying items worn on the body and preparations that attend to the body, through their sensory properties and how they modify the body. This definition was designed to cross national and cultural boundaries, be free from personal or social valuing and inclusive of all types of ‘modification’ and ‘supplements’ to the body.Properties of dress include: texture, odour, sound and taste, colour, volume and proportion, shape and structure, and surface design. Body modification are specific about which part of the body changes – the inclusion of breath here is really interesting and alludes to movement..which is still missing from this table..And it also attends to the specific relationship the material has to the body, wrapping..clipping etc..



Creative Patterncutting Workshop | Embodied research
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In this session participants experimented with everyday materials, and their hands and bodies. A collective ‘pattern-cutting’ activity of wrapping and unwrapping objects with paper  help us articulate tacit notions of fit, suppression and 3D shaping. We generated a series of paper patterns to prompt discussions around materials, techniques and implicit versus explicit practices around fitting.  We celebrate workshops themselves as a site of knowledge production



Creative Patterncutting Workshop | design output 
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Liv / LukeIn this session participants experimented with everyday materials, and their hands and bodies. A collective ‘pattern-cutting’ activity of wrapping and unwrapping objects with paper will help us articulate tacit notions of fit, suppression and 3D shaping. We generated a series of paper patterns to prompt discussions around materials, techniques and implicit versus explicit practices around fitting.  We celebrate workshops themselves as a site of knowledge
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Industrially-produced clothing has fit ‘built-in’ using pattern-cutting techniques of darts and seam shaping. By contrast, pre-industrial or contemporary examples of non-western garments, such as a West African wrapper dress, rely on fitting techniques deployed by the wearer’s hands in wrapping, knotting, or rolling. If deeply embedded industrial-colonial practices are to be challenged, art schools and universities are the places to start an urgently needed shift in epistemic power relations.  



Creative Patterncutting Workshop | Embodied research
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Liv / LukeIn this session participants experimented with everyday materials, and their hands and bodies. A collective ‘pattern-cutting’ activity of wrapping and unwrapping objects with paper will help us articulate tacit notions of fit, suppression and 3D shaping. We generated a series of paper patterns to prompt discussions around materials, techniques and implicit versus explicit practices around fitting.  We celebrate workshops themselves as a site of knowledge



UAL Education Conference | Learning alongside 
students
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We’ve run versions of this workshop with students and with staff.1/ Comments on designing with empathy/increased awareness for the object - participants spoke about care within wrapping (gift) - when we move to body/garment, this raises questions on relationship between designer and wearer - no longer transmitting onto but engaging with participants involved - Wearer vs Designer vs Teacher of clothes2/ Responses highlighted barriers in academic delivery Two responses: right hand image - sample room (3D realisation, pattern cutting, drape) - uses darts to shape paper around jug - Xandra’s comments   couldn’t work outside form-finding without flat cutting. within the workshop, we’ve identified a problem where staff are struggling with set default modes that evidence that we need to unlearn as staff as well as teach to studentsRevisiting the Remit: “learning/unlearning alongside the students”



“The concept of the 
product always  being in 

process  is  critical to 
several indigenous  pieces  

of clothing such as  the 
Sari, the Dhothi, etc…”

“Fashion has
traditionally erased non-
wes tern/fashion clothing 

sys tems”

IML Future of International Fashion Education | 
Critical making
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IML Future of International Fashion & Design Education symposium | Addressing “Cultural appropriation” commentsParticipant commentary on Non-Western garment archetypes, indigenous clothing (Sari, Dhothi)... “The product always in process” - Garment types and approaches to fit - “Built in” vs tacit knowledge Comments on the appropriation or adoption of techniques within an industrialised process… not trying to create a method of doing but a method of critiquing what we’re doing, through doing it - The process becoming a tool for critiquing/questioning, unpacking processes of making/fitting…Relationship between Theory & practice relationship -“thinking through making” - It’s the tools, methods, tacit knowledge and instinctive actions must be critiqued



4S Conference Cholula | Different ways of doing research
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CianWhat else can the process do. Took the workshop to the annual Society for the Social Studies of Science conference  in Cholula Mexico last December900 science and technology studies scholars who mostly think through writing and readingWe asked them to think through different kinds of doings - feeling, fitting, making, These were people who were already committed to deeply questioning coloniality, sustainability, technology and societyThinking and feeling their way though design processes that usuall go unquestioned was a big dealIt initiated a fascinating contersation with Rokia who is pictured bottom left here about her grandparents journey to England from the Carribean as part of the Windrush generation. About the importance of tailoring and their sunday best. About difference versus fit –  fitting in to a society and environment that was often hostile to them. Talking about grandmothers with people who don’t often talk about grandmothers.something as fundamental as the making and wearing of clothes  For these folks we’re using fashion methodologies as an alternative entry-point into discourse on. Playful but conceptually powerful approach  but if we are not critically making fashion  as well as writing about fashion, then our actions are all talk. - reify the very thing you’re attempting to critique…  / reperform colonialism…  validated and celebrated by people who get the importance of embodied methods for embodied practiseIf deeply embedded industrial-colonial practices are to be challenged, art schools and universities are the places to start an urgently needed shift in epistemic power relations. methodologies - embodied research - the value of methods to the academic field, its validity for knowledge production crowd / Geographical context - European/US The identity crisis of critical practices in fashion education - Teaching to feed industry standards practices epistemic justice If we don’t do this in art schools, where else?link back to fashion education - if we’re stuck in a vocational space that is led by industry norms, we are stuck, we need to lead industry.
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Thank you
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Activity: In this session participants experiment with everyday materials, and their hands and bodies. A collective ‘pattern-cutting’ activity of wrapping and unwrapping objects with paper will help us articulate tacit notions of fit, suppression and 3D shaping. We will generate a series of paper patterns to prompt discussions around materials, techniques and implicit versus explicit practices around fitting.  
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